Gun Manufacturers Consistently Use Militarized Language and Images to Market Assault Weapons—Often Equating Civilian Versions to Their Military Counterparts

WE ARE ESSENTIAL.

Tactical firearms with a history of dependability.

Our tactical firearms are the stuff of legend. Every innovation is born in the battlefront, built for the home front, and tested in life’s most extreme environments. Our nations protectors trust FN firearms because they know ultimate dependability, masterful ingenuity, and legendary performance are embedded in our DNA.
A Trio of Ads from Bravo Company Manufacturing
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THE WORLD’S MOST BATTLE-PROVEN FIREARMS.
THE CHOSEN ONES
THE OFFICIAL SIDEARMS OF ALL BRANCHES OF THE U.S. MILITARY
M17 M18
sigsauer.com
WE ARM HEROES.
The FN Five-seveN® now available at dealers all across America.

THE WORLD'S MOST BATTLE-PROVEN FIREARMS. SHOP NOW
Many Ads Focus on an Undefined “Mission”
BUILT TO BE AS TOUGH AS THE MISSION AHEAD

A1 LITE 20

A favorite of law enforcement for a reason.

It's tough to find a lighter full-size AR offered in the market today, but you're in the right place. The DPMS A1 Lite 20 features a Mil-Spec AR front sight and standard A2 handguard, making it as simple as it is effective.

CLASSIC 16

One of the most conventional carbine rifles around.

The DPMS Classic 16 features a solid, precision-built 16" heavy barrel with fixed A2 sights, Mil-standard A2 buttpad, and a Classic-style handguard. Perfect for the minimalist whose mission is anything but minimal.

PANTHER CARBINE

Kind of a celebrity in the AR world.

The DPMS Panther Carbine, one of the most recognizable configurations of the AR at all time. Slightly shorter, yet effective 11.5" barrel that features a permanently fixed 5.5" flash hider to reduce muzzle flash.
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SIG MCX VIRTUS

ADAPTABLE
From 6.5" 300 BLK to 16" 5.56 patrol, the MCX VIRTUS can be configured into 500+ variations, making it ready for every possible mission.

20,000 ROUNDS
Engineered for unmatched reliability, the MCX VIRTUS is designed to perform beyond 20,000 rounds without the need for replacement parts.

SIG MATCHLITE™ TRIGGER
SIG's new MatchLite™ Dye Trigger delivers a consistent, accurate 24-hour match system, 2.3 lb pull weight.